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Whether for work on a finished piece, trying a new technique, or getting in some practice time,

artists can work when and where they want using the Art Models series. Chosen specifically for

artists who sell their work, Art Models 8 features 174 all-new figure studies by 55 different

models, both male and female, that represent a wide range of physiques and diversity. The

poses include individuals and couples in natural, relaxed postures—from standing and sitting

to lying down. A judicious amount of photo retouching has been done, not to make the models

more glamorous, but to remove distractions. This ebook does not have the full 360-degree

views of every pose. If you would like all the views of all the poses, please see the Companion

Disk or print book with disk.
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Using Pose PhotosThe best way to improve in most things is to practice. This is especially true

in art. No matter your skill level, from absolute beginner to seasoned professional, the way to

get better or maintain your skills is by doing. For artists, this means finding quality reference

material that inspires you. That’s what this series of books is all about. Art Models 8 can be

used by students for practice, by professionals for finished works of art (which can be sold see

Royalty Free for details), or by anyone who needs a quality figure reference. Plus, all artists can

find enjoyment in the mere indulgence of drawing as an end in itself.Important! This ebook

does not have the full 360-degree views of every pose. Thousands of photos are just too big to

fit in an ebook. If you would like all the views of all the poses, please see the Companion Disk,

which is available from your favorite retailer or the Companion Download at our website.This

ebook is just one way you can enjoy Art Models poses. You can also get them as collections of

JPG photos, which allows you more freedom in how you use them. See the next section for

some samples that you can download.FREE DOWNLOADZoom in to face, hands, feet, and

other difficult areas for greater clarity. Rotate or adjust with standard image editing programs

for greater variety. Choose from a catalog of over 5,000 poses and 100 models for greater

choice. See for yourself with the high resolution photos in these two poses.Visitfrom a device

that can download and open .zip files.Your Code: 9781936801275.

Making Photos Work in eReadersIf the photos are not displaying well, please experiment with

your reader's settings or, if you can, even try a different reader app. This book adheres to the

EPUB3 standard and passed validation.Dedicated ReadersWe gave extra attention to

dedicated reading devices, where you cannot change the display window. If you are not getting

good results, try changing display settings; sometimes found under Fonts, or Settings, or More

Options, or ooo. For example, reduce margins or change font size or line spacing. On most

devices you can zoom in (see Zooming below), which may give a better view of each photo.

We tested on actual devices as well as in simulators.On PC, Mac, or LaptopEvery display

device is different and the photos will look different on each one. Try resizing the display

window. We set the photos to a 3 by 4 ratio or higher. If you resize the window to, for example,

about 600x900 pixels or 800x1175 (a little extra height to allow for titles and margins) that

should produce a good display of the images. Often, that will fix the problem of parts of the

photos being outside the view. Even though we designed the book so the photos would

maintain their aspect ratio while filling the width of the viewer, some applications will ignore the

design and distort the photos. For example, during testing, one viewer sometimes squashed

the photos to fit in the window. Some experimentation is required to get the best



results.Reading AppsApps vary in their ability to display large images well. Sometimes

changing settings will give a better view. For example, the Aldiko app was clipping photos until

Advanced Formatting was turned off. If one Reader App does not work well, we recommend

trying another one, if you can. Please experiment.This book was designed to the EPUB3

standard and was verified using ePubCheck. If it does not display properly, it may be that your

reader app is not adhering to the standard. You can help by contacting the company that

makes your reader and letting them know you want it to work with EPUB3 and

photos.ZoomingEvery device or app is also different in how it supports zooming of images.

Here are some methods that may work:Pinch out to zoom in.Double-tap, wait a moment, then

pinch to zoom.Tap and long hold then pinch to zoom.Right-click is worth trying.To exit zoom,

sometimes double-tapping worked, sometimes there's an [X], sometimes a <--- symbol, or the

back button. Some apps simply refuse to zoom images.
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Sha, “Every model is present in a every view on the CD which is very helpful.. I paint, so I

needed to something like this. The positive is that each model is presented on the CD from

every angle, so you have infinite choices of a particular view to look at. What I don't like is it

seems to be slanted a little towards the sexy side versus the life person model side I didn't find

all the views I wanted, but there are at least two other books that are the same with various

other model positions. I think it's good for what it is.”

Thomas Baldovin, “KINDLE format provides Less Photos but still an Excellent Selection!. I

purchased the KINDLE FORMAT of this book, which provides less photos than the hardcover

or DVD-ROM versions and is also less expensive. But the selection of photos in the Kindle

format s excellent! The Live Model hardcovers, which I've purchased in the past, contain

poses viewed from ALL angles. While that is a nice feature if you want to find your favorite

angle of a given pose, you really do get far more poses than you can use and some angles are

just unattractive and useless. The Kindle version gives you a good number of poses -- male,

female, all body types and ethnicities, and all beautifully done -- with no more than one, two or

three angles of a given pose. For me, the Kindle selection of photos is more than enough and

well worth the price. The only DOWNSIDE I found to buying the Kindle version is that I can't

make print copies of these poses for myself or my art students. That feature is available in the

other formats only.”

Salma, “... art student who desperately was in need of a good pose reference book as I

practice anatomy and this .... I am an art student who desperately was in need of a good pose

reference book as I practice anatomy and this book and it's companion disk are the holy grail

of pose reference books, I am definitely going to get more from this seller in the future. There is

such a plethora of poses that a year later, I am still going through them all. The photo quality is

dazzling and clear, perfect for people looking for references.”

Jeff's Love Child, “Strictly for artists. Models (both male & female) completely nude in various

poses. No backgrounds or props. Just the human form in an all white room. Each pose is

featured from several viewpoints. The included DVD is what sets this series of books apart

from other pose studies. It has enough shots of each pose to effect a 360 degree view that

can be rotated under your control.This is the 8th book published, so they are obviously doing

something right!Also, the book & DVD are self-explanatory. It is not necessary to own the

previous 7.”

paige, “as always a great resource!. This series of books is a must have for any artist, the



images are of a high quality and as always a great selection of poses. It can be hard to find

poses that don't look contrived, this book delivers a wonderful array of both male and female

figures. Probably the most important feature is the images used are royalty free so you don't

have to worry about copyright issues. The book also contains a disc that contians all the

images for you to print out as well on your home pc. I have quite a few of these books from this

series this is just as good as the others!Paige”

ShoppingQueen, “Great for the broke shy artist!!!!!. I am a huge fan of this series! I get a lot of

use out of the many many poses this book and its companion disc have to offer. Just absolutely

brilliant idea to offer 360 degree pose views, wow! And I'm a shy artist with absolutely no extra

studio space or bravery to hire a live model, so photos work just fine for me right now lol. I'm

collecting as many of these books as I can get. Keep making them please!!!!!!!”

T. D. Nielsen, “For the Working Artist. Although I hire models occasionally for my work..i can't

always find good models with the body type I need for my work. This series of art models

books is fantastic! I have every one and am always eager for the next one. The books come

with a cd disc that enables you to see every pose in 360 andsome from different angles. Most

poses are nude...but some include drapes or partial clothing, particularly in disrobing.This

company, in their on line venue, actually takes suggestions for different poses and over time,

I've seen my suggestions implemented.I  find these books fantastic as a reference source!!”

A. Schneider, “A great resource!. This is a very useful resource: I count 221 well-lit poses with

good shadow work. These are lying poses, sitting poses (on the floor, on chairs, at tables, etc,

1 pose looks like horseback riding), and standing poses (some leaning on or against sth, with

veils, holding sth). Most poses have only one person, but some include two people.Variety is

there in terms of ethnicity (I see East Asian, white, and African representation; I don't see

Indian/Pakistani models or models of very dark skin colour). There is also some variety in body

types: several poses with a pregnant woman and a handful of poses with a somewhat curvier

lady, as well as varying chest sizes. One lady has tattoos, some poses are shot on high

heels.However, all models could be considered handsome, most women are slender. There is

very limited variation in male body types: all are of good stature and athletic-looking - some

skinny or short or chubby representation would have been nice. As would have been a wider

range of ages: I'd estimate every model to be between 25 and 40. There is no representation of

differently shaped bodies here either, though it may be harder to find models for that due to the

(sadly still) attached stigma. Last but not least, there are more poses with female models than

male models, and while pictures do sometimes contain two female models, even in flirtatious

poses, there are none containing two male models.Overall, I'm very happy with this book,

especially since all poses come with multi-angle shots on the attached disk (usually about 25

per pose!). I agree, however, with another reviewer after starting to work with the book for quick

gesture drawings that many poses in here are stiff, few are dynamic or in movement.”

Andrew Buckle, “This is an amazingly useful series of images of models at different angles.

This is an amazingly useful series of images of models at different angles. This book has a

lovely selection of images that can be used as a source for all kinds of sketches and drawings

and paintings and even 3D work etc, with permission to use them as such. Perhaps not as

good as having a model as a reference but certainly at a much reduced cost (unless you can

convince friends etc to model for you). A great series and all of the volumes are worth checking

out.”



Ebook Tops Reader, “Very good. A very good, useful guide that you can take anywhere. I

especially liked the wide variety of models and all the different skin tones.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Art Models 8. As a novice studio photographer I have found this book to

be very useful. It shows poses that both work and that don't work (in my opinion) and this

helped me to settle on those that did. I believe that this is the aim of the book and as such it

works well, hence the 5-star rating. The use of studio lighting is quite an art in itself and the

overall results in the book are educational.”

Susan, “Art Models 8. As a sculptor of the human form, I find these books invaluable. This

book is slightly different as you only get 1 photo per pose, but the CD that comes with it well

and truly makes up for that. And also this does mean there are more poses in this book.I

would recommend this book to all artists and sculptors who are interested in the human form.”

The book by Edmund De Waal has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 136 people have provided feedback.
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